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The workinE class should not have
to pay for the economic crisis!

The banking system is being bailed out by the taxpayer to the tune of
f 1.2 trillion yet all three main pafties agree that the revenue needed
to stabilize the economy should be raised through a programme of
savage cuts in public service spending and tax increases. The ttlHS
alone is to frace I20 billion of cuts in the next five years! The price of
the bailout will in human terms end in mass unemployment in both
the public and private sector.

Cuts f,or us, bsnuses still for them

Yet despite this, fat cat bankers still feel it perfectly reasonable to
award themselves outlandish bonuses! The RBS for instance, a bank
that is 8406 owned by the taxpayer has already this year awarded
f1.3 billion in bonuses!

The partial nationalization of the RBS is nothing more than an
expensive babysitting seruice with the government merely nursing the
bank to something profihble again at which point it will be handed
back to the reckless fat cab that destroyed it in the first place.

Only with a fully nationalized banking systenn can bue regulation and
scrutiny be achieved to ensure such a period of depression NEVER
occurs again.

MFs snouts in the troulgh too!

Mick Griffithsn 50,
is well known as

ra trade union
. representative at
Pinderfields
Hospitalwhere
he works as a
porter. He has
spearheaded the
long-running
campaign
against this

back-door privatisation of the NHS.
Once again, Mick is standing as the
Socialist Party's candidate in
Wakefield East ward.
The Socialist Party has also been key
to spearheading a new electoral
coalition for the general election,
seeking to challenge the main 3
parties and their cuts. ln alliance with
trade unionists and other socialists,
the Trade Unionist and Socialist
coalition willbe standing in various
seats around the country. See
www.tusc,org.uk

Double standards are not exclusive to the banking industry alone.
For true hypocrisy look no further than parliarnent! The MP's
expenses scandal highlighted pedectly but obscenely the utter
contempt that these so called'honurable'members have for the
working classes of this country as well as demonstrating their greed
and dishonesty. This was fufther compelled with the'cash for
lobbying' scandal uncovered recently.

If elected Mick would only accept allowances for out of pocket
expenses. Any paymenb received beyond this would be donated
back to the Labour and Trade Union movement.
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